The LG V10™ is a premium smartphone that offers everything you need to capture and share life’s moments, extreme durability for when the going gets rough, plus brilliant ingenuity for an exceptional mobile experience.

**KEY FEATURES**

- 16 MP Rear Camera
- Manual Mode for Still & Video Camera
- Steady Record
- Quick Video Editor & Snap Video Mode
- Quick Share
- IPS Quantum Display with Second Screen
- Fingerprint ID

Color: Space Black

Weight: 6.77 oz.
Design and Display

- 5.7" IPS Quantum Display (513 pp, 550 nit)
- 0.2" Second Screen – provides quick access to notifications, favorite apps, camera control features, and more
- Stainless Steel Pillars and Thermoplastic Silicone®
- Dura Guard Glass 2.0 – Gorilla Glass 3 inside and Gorilla Glass 4 outside
- Ambidextrous Rear Key
- Fingerprint ID – hold finger on Power/Lock Key sensor to unlock files and phone

Enhanced Convenience

- Smart Notice 2.0 – interprets a range of contextual inputs and device usage patterns, and provides recommendations that change with the user’s intent
- Smart Bulletin 2.0 – view information and launch applications; includes customizable cards that provide tips, help users track their health, and more
- Smart Settings – turn settings on/off, open apps, or change settings according to which you are, like having Wi-Fi™ turn on when you get home
- Smart Cleaning™ – free up space by deleting temporary files and removing infrequently used apps
- LG Health – manage daily activities, record health information
- QuickMemo™ – write or draw on nearly any screen and schedule memos to appear at certain times using time or location inputs
- QSlide Function™ – overlay up to two windows with adjustable sizing and transparency on the primary screen
- Dual Window™ – use two apps simultaneously on a split screen
- Smart Keyboard – provides efficient operation and adapts to the user; includes keyboard height control, adaptive area recognition based on word prediction, user behavior, and easy cursor control
- Knock Code™ – create a 3-8 point tapping pattern for security and direct access to the home screen with more than 86,000 possible combinations
- Knock On™ – double tap the screen to put your phone to sleep/wake it up without picking it up or pressing the Power/Lock Key
- Content Lock – protect certain images and videos in Gallery with a fingerprint, password, or pattern lock; prevent files from being previewed when locked to a PC
- Quick View – shrink the screen for use with one hand

Video and Camera

4K Ultra HD Rear Camcorder

- Video Resolutions: up to 3840 x 2160®
- Slow Motion Recording® – 1280 x 720 resolution, 120 FPS
- Video Manual Mode® – real-time adjustable settings: audio focus, manual focus, frame rates, and more
- Steady Record® – video image stabilization
- Enhanced Audio Recording – 3 mics for better signal reference and multi-directional audio capture; supports Bluetooth®mics
- Audio Zoom 2.0 and Wind Noise Filter – controls audio focus direction and minimizes background and wind noise
- Snap Video – capture and combine a series of 3-second video clips
- Quick Share – quick access to social platforms after recording
- Quick Video Editor® – control speed, add filters, select background music, and other options to customize to your videos
- 15-Second Auto Edit – creates a 15-second highlight clip from 30-second or longer video for easy sharing
- Pause & Resume Video Recording – for a continuous file
- Zoom up to 8x

16 MP Rear Camera

- Camera Resolutions: up to 5312 x 2988®
- Laser Detection Auto Focus – for faster focusing speed
- Optical Image Stabilization (OIS 2.0) – a floating lens compensates for hand movements to capture sharp images quickly with less blur
- Color Spectrum Sensor – determines optimal white balance for more accurate, life-like color reproduction
- f/1.8 Low Light Lens – large aperture allows faster shutter speed in low-light situations
- Camera Modes – Simple, Auto, and Manual
- Camera Manual Mode® – manual settings for shutter speed, ISO, white balance, and more; save as JPEG or RAW files
- Live Shot – take still shots while recording video
- Shot Mode – Auto, Multi-view, Panorama, Slow-mo, and Time-lapse
- Zoom up to 8x

Dual 5 MP Front Cameras

- Take Group (Wide Angle) or Single Person (Standard Angle)
- Selfie Shot
- Full HD Front Camcorder
- Multi-view – create a photo or video collage with the dual front cameras and the rear camera
- Gesture Shot® – take selfies with a simple hand gesture
- Gesture Interval Shot® – make a fist twice to take four selfies on a timer
- Gesture View® – transitions between camera mode and preview mode automatically with a hand motion
- Selfie Light® – screen will illuminate a soft light around the photo preview for well-lit selfies

Entertainment

- 32 Bit Hi-Fi DAC® – up-samples audio to Hi-Fi quality
- Supports 4K SlimPort® Adapter for UHD Video Output to HDMI®-Enabled TV or Monitor®
- Event Pocket – adds events to your calendar by dragging and dropping items from the Event Pocket into the calendar
- Live Zooming – zoom in/out on videos during playback
- Video Player with Touch Lock and Resume Play Function; supports DivX®, M4P, WMV, 3GP, MKV, WebM, FLV, TS, AVI, and 3G2 Formats
- Customizable Video Screen Ratio, Subtitle Settings, Playback Speed, and Video Auto Off Function
- Gallery – organized by albums, timeline, memories, favorites, and videos; access nearby devices
- Music Player with Auto-Stop Function; supports AAC, AAC+, eAAC+, AMR, MP3, MIDI, WAV, WMA, FLAC, QCP, M4A, and Ogg formats

LG Available Accessories

- Standard Battery®
- Travel Adapter and USB Cable®
- LG V10 Quick Cover®
- Bluetooth Stereo Headset (LG TONE INFINIM™, LG TONE Active, LG TONE ULTRA, LG TONE PRO™)®

LG GATE Enabled (Guarded Access to Enterprise)

- Platform Security
- Network Security – LG VPN, Enhanced Certificate Validation
- Application Security – Enhanced EAS
- Mobile Device Management – LG Enhanced MDM
- Certification – FIPS 140-2

Connectivity

- 4G LTE Network®
- Mobile Hotspot® – share a 4G LTE data connection with up to 10 compatible wireless devices
- Bluetooth Wireless Technology Version 4.1 BLE
- Wi-Fi Connectivity – 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac (Dual-Band 2.4 GHz, 5 GHz)
- Android Beam – share contacts, web pages, and more via Near Field Communication (NFC)
- SmartShare Beam – wirelessly transfer multimedia content from compatible LG devices via Wi-Fi Direct®
- Media Server – allow compatible nearby devices to access your content via DLNA®
- Miracast® – wirelessly mirror device screen on a compatible display
- Media Sync (MTP) – transfer files or synchronize with Windows® Media Player®
- Quick Charge® 2.0 compatible®

Specifications

- Display: 5.7" IPS Quantum (2560 x 1440) with 513 pp and 550 nit & 0.2" Second Screen
- Battery Capacity: 3,000 mAh Removable
- Platform: Android 5.1 (Lollipop)
- Processor: Qualcomm Snapdragon® 808 Processor with (integrated) 1.8 GHz Hexa-Core CPU
- Technology: CDMA, GSM, LTE, WCDMA
- Network: CDMA/LTE/WCDMA/GSM
- Frequencies: CDMA: 1.9 GHz CDMA PCS/800 MHz CDMA, GSM: 850/900/1800/1900, WCDMA: Band 1/2/5/8, LTE: Band 2/3/7/13
- Data Transmission: EVDO, EVDO Rev A, 1xRTT, LTE
- Dimensions: 6.28” (H) x 3.12” (W) x 0.34” (D)
- Weight: 677 oz.
- Talk Time: up to 18 hours®
- Standby Time: up to 7 days®
- Internal Memory: 64 GB (50 GB usable)
- Supports microSD® card up to 2 TB®
- RAM: 4 GB LPDDR3 (3.6 GB available)
- Battery/Standby time may vary depending on network connectivity and application use
- microSD cards sold separately.
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